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The Military Decision Making Process
Researchers from the U.S. Army Combat Capabilities Development Command, known as DEVCOM, Army Research Laboratory and university partners from the Internet of Battlefield Things Collaborative Research ...

AI research strengthens certainty in battlefield decision-making
Here's a thought experiment: would America build the U.S. Navy currently plying the seven seas if it were starting from scratch? Color me skeptical. If not, what kind of navy woul ...

Aircraft Carriers or Submarines? The Navy Has a Tough Decision to Make
25-42) THERE IS A GROWING societal and military reliance on all things cyber ... By focusing on a rational choice approach to the decision-making process and honing the decision process using expected ...

The Decision to Attack: Military and Intelligence Cyber Decision-Making
The U.S. military has taken over Afghanistan's airspace as it struggles to manage a chaotic evacuation after the Taliban rolled into the capital. The Latest on Afghanistan: WASHINGTON — A top U.S.

The Latest: US to house Afghans at US military installations
The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and Army Combat Capabilities (ACC) Development Command worked with university researchers from the Internet of Battlefield Things Collaborative Research Alliance ...

Army AI Research Seeks to Mitigate Uncertainty in Combat Decision-Making; Maggie Wigness Quoted
Did U.S. intelligence failures lead to the Taliban's rapid takeover or political miscalculations from Biden's White House? The blame game begins.

How did Afghanistan end this way? The finger-pointing begins.
America’s strategic and moral failure in Afghanistan will reinforce questions about U.S. reliability,” wrote Richard Haass, president of the Council on Foreign Relations. But other analysts welcome ...

Afghanistan’s crisis underscores the U.S.’s shifting place in the world
The Biden administration is ramping up efforts to process the influx of Afghans rushing to flee Afghanistan as the Taliban overtakes the country. In recent days, administration officials worked ...

How the Biden administration plans to process the influx of people fleeing Afghanistan
Through the U.S. Army’s ongoing Scalable Adaptive Resilient Autonomy Program (SARA), GE developed the so-called “ATVer,” which is a risk-aware autonomous ground vehicle capable of safely navigating ...

Watch GE demonstrate its 'ATVer' for the US Army
When President Biden inherited the war in Afghanistan, he faced three broad policy options.Comply with Donald Trump’s deal and withdraw all U.S. troops by May 1.Modify Trump’s deal by maintaining the ...

The cases for and against Biden's key decisions on Afghanistan
As more American and allied flights are leaving the capital of Afghanistan Thursday, an ever-growing panic descends on the city. More American troops and marines arrived, but despite U.S.

What went wrong in the U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan? Two lawmakers weigh in
The former president and his secretary of state, Mike Pompeo, are attacking President Biden over Afghanistan even as their own policy faces harsh criticism.

Trump’s Deal With the Taliban Draws Fire From His Former Allies
How do we suppose a ragtag militia lurking in the hills — as we’ve so often heard the Taliban described — managed to execute such a sophisticated campaign plan with no international support?

The Taliban seizure of Afghanistan was long — and invisible — in the making
Pakistan’s ambassador at the United Nations says U_S_ President Joe Biden’s endorsement of the previous American administrations’ decision to withdraw U_S_ troops from Afghanistan was “a logical ...

The Latest: Pakistan envoy says Biden decision was 'logical'
By Natalie Anderson natalie.anderson@salisburypost.com EAST SPENCER — After several years of high turnover for the administrator position in East Spencer, the town sees stability in Michael Douglas, ...

East Spencer town administrator drawing on 20-year career in military to move town forward
Dozens of nations are calling on all involved in events in Afghanistan to respect and facilitate the departure of foreign nationals and Afghans who wish to leave the country.

The Latest: Nations call for safe passage out of Afghanistan
The Department of Defense canceled its annual Warrior Games competition for the second year in a row because of fears of COVID-19.

Army cancels wounded warrior competition over COVID fears
More fallout from Afghanistan, Republican infighting in California's recall, and a GOP victory in the New York suburbs.

The Trailer: “An American Dream”: Afghans in the U.S. confront post-withdrawal politics
By Priscilla Alvarez and Geneva Sands, CNN The Biden administration is ramping up efforts to process the influx of Afghans rushing to flee Afghanistan as the Taliban overtakes the country. In recent ...
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